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It is rare to find scholars who differ on imporranr issues being able co open
mindedly explore and critique each other's perspective. TIlls can be especially dif
ficult when one scholar has spenr many years devoted co developing a
memodological framework arrempting to sample aspects ofhuman consciousness.
In such cases, we would typically expect to find critique and defense without
eimer side being familiar with me actual issues involved, let alone fostering a
respectful appreciation of opposing argumenrs.
Russell Hurlburr is a psychologist who has developed a sampling and inrerview
procedure used to describe phenomenal consciousness (See Hurlburr, 1997; Hurl
burr & Heavey, 2006). Wim nearly 30 years of work exploring such an approach,
he feels he has a procedure that overcomes the problems of early introspectionist
approaches and shows promise in addressing the vexing problems of studying
human consciousness. He met philosopher Eric Schwitzgebel in 2002 at a confer
ence where each were presenring opposite views regarding the potenrial of such
introspective memods. Schwitzgebel mainrains a more skeptical view regarding
the value of inrrospective access (e.g., Schwitzgebel, 2007). Hurlburr invited
Schwitzgebel to participate in "descriptive experience sampling" where a beeper is
used to select experienrial momenrs which are then recorded by the parricipanr
and later explored in a dialogal interview format with me researcher. Later, a more
neutral participant, named "Melanie" was recruited by both co record her momenrs
of experience which were men expanded via me interviewing method. \Ylhile me
interviews are led by Hurlburt, Schwirzgebel is also able ro question Melanie.
These interviews are then explored in frank exchanges between the two aumors.
The present book is me result of this collaborative effort CO explore the DES
memod and the issues it raises regarding the use of introspection co learn about
conscious experience. The book begins with an accounr of their meeting and
introducrory chapters by each author. After their positions are presented, there
follows six chapters, one for each sampling day, where Melanie's repons in response
to me random beeps is examined, and issues are raised by each of the authors
regarding the accuracy of what is being described. The book ends wim each pre
senring meir view regarding the merits and limitations of me method, and again,
presenting their (relatively unchanged) positions concerning introspective access
to phenomenal experience.
BrieBy, Hurlburr feels his approach overcomes some of the limitations of typi
cal introspectionist approaches because he does not require the participant to take
on a specialized, third-person view analyzing meir own experience, he samples
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randomly and does not select himself what experiences ro examine, and he has the
panicipant record their sampled experience immediately with the follow-up
exposirory inrerviews conducted within 24 hours. In me inrerview process he
anempts not ro impose a srructural accounr, bur rather aims ro bracket his pre
conceptions while also helping the panicipanr avoid natural tendencies ro ptesenr
a packaged "meaningful" account, or ro explain. His aim is ro describe just the
sensory, perceprual, and cognitive aspects of the momenr faithfully. While aware
of me problems that panicipants face in recording their experiences, and the fur
ther challenge of biases during the inrerview process, Hurlbun feels his method
holds promise as a way ro accurately describe basic fearures of immediate experi
ence. He parricularly feels it is an improvement over the early inrrospection meth
ods of Titchener and cunem "armchair" reflections of philosophers and others
where problems of memory and theoretical (non-experiemial) preconceptions are
allowed free reign. He welcomes effons ro validate his method, bUt feels such cri
teria need themselves ro be based on experiemially grounded descriprion.
Schwitzgebel shares an inrerest in inrrospective methods, bUt argues that such
effons have fundamemal challenges that are not likely ro be overcome. As such,
most methods may have some limited success in garnering information that might
be veridical, bUt their value would need ro be veri fled by independem (nonexpe
riemial) behavioral, physiological, and cognitive studies. At the end, he agrees that
Hurlburt's DES procedure may be used ro describe some basic fearures of experi
ence, but not offer the kinds of answers to bigger questions of structure and func
tion that is of most inrerest ro him. In addition, he does not see me DES procedure
ro have shown itself distinctively more accurate and less error-prone than most
other "armchair" or self-reflective efforrs. Despite Hurlbun's effons at bracketing
and trying not ro influence the parricipant's account, Schwitzgebel felt social pres
sure was still roo influemial at times.
Both he and Hurlbun feel that a science of consciousness requires a bener
descriptive accoum of phenomenal experience. Schwitzgebel feels that immediate
experience is roo fleeting and ephemeral, mat people are not naturally capable of
much accurate description of immediate experience, that the imrospecrive rum
itself alters and motivates biased construction rather man description, and that
situational and research pressures must also promote an interpretive creation
rarher than a faithfully descriptive account.
Both aUthors agree that the DES method may arrive at some accurate accounts
of what was experienced in general, but feel rhe derails of panicular experiential
repons should be looked upon more skeptically. They also agree abour me pirfalls
and challenges ofinuospective methods bur Hurlburr feels me DES has overcome
many earlier problems and shows promise, while Sc.hwitzgebel feels there remains
a likelihood of bias and pressure in the interview process.
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Readers of the present journal may find much to applaud in Hurlburr's
effons. Most centrally, there is a strong case made regarding the need for, and
imporrance of, a descriptive-experiemial foundation for psychological theorizing
(see pp. 257-260). His emphasis is on e1ucida6ng momenrs of experience and,
while nor focused on a struceural accounr of lived-experience per se, he has devel
oped an inrerview method where serious efforr is given to examining and suspend
ing presuppositions by both the researcher and the participanr. Indeed, he
appreciares the imponance of bracketing in his approach not only co avoid the
biases of preconceptions, but as cenrral to achieving an accurate accounr of the
phenomenal (see pp. 262-272). In addition, his procedure involves a mucually
respeccful exchange with his parricipams while wgether they question, vary and
probe with one aim in mind; to accurately describe whar was experienced at the
momem of the beep. This inrerview process does not appear incompatible with
those based on hermeneucic and phenomenological approaches (e.g., Kvale, 1983).
In addition ro incorporadng aspeccs of phenomenological rules in his method,
Hurlbun's emphasis on the idiographic and personal leads him to recognize that
uaditional theorizing and praxis in psychology tends to ignore or presume knowl
edge of the personal. While he views this as a problematic componenr of formal
theorizing, he does not appear to tie this with psychology's natural science orienra
tion (cf Giorgi, 1970; Giorgi, 1983). Nevertheless he sees me problem: 'To observe
people accurarely (or even [0 tlJi to observe people accurately, or even [0 observe
one'sfailure co observe people accurately) is in many ways incompatible with (even
anragonistic co) modern psychology" (italics in original, p. 258). In addition, he sees
this tied to psychology's "impatience" co seek confirmation of hypotheses rather
than carefully developing hypotheses based on descriptive swdy (pp. 260-2(1).
While these aspeces of Hurlbun's approach and DES methodology appear
compatible with phenomenologically oriemed approaches, they also speak to dif
ferences in perspective between the two auchors that were not addressed, as well as
implications not recognized. The philosopher-skeptic Schwitzbebel raises impor
tant issues regarding the rypical methodological problems of inuospeccion that
bOth agree on. Apparenrly, Schwitzgebel also agrees with Hurlburt on the impor
tance of the personal, the need for a descriptive foundation, the value of bracket
ing presuppositions, and the problems of naive armchair speculation. Although
not particularly nOEed (and perhaps not explicitly recognized) these are the chal
lenges of the natural attiwde (e.g., Giorgi, 1970, p. 246; Gurwitsch, 1966).
While both recognize the methodological challenges of introspective access and
feel that an adequate phenomenology is essential to a scientific swdy of conscious
ness, lirrle anenrion is given to the possibiJiry that the very approach to '~LUdying
consciousness might require new understanding. Also, one wonders if each h:lve
differ m understandings of phenomenology. Consciousness seems ,dl to be some
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presumed srare or region rarher chan unders(Qod as che way in which we have
access co' and, hence, experientially consciwre, phenomenal objeccs. The aurhors
scill seem co embrace a conceprion that requires consciousness co be mapped, or
mined, or worked upon (Q gec at che raw ore within. While Hurlburt recognizes
the problemacic language of reference (Q "inner" experience, borh wish co rush on
co methodological critique and validacion racher chan entertain che possibility rhar
such language, combined wi ch che presumpcions of a [[adicional nacural science
concepcion of consciousness, mighr be worthy of skepcical inquiry.
For example, boch appear (Q gloss over rhe ways in which isbecr and Wilson's
(977) argument abouc rhe limics of verbal repom is biased cowards a privileged
merhodological srance regarding rhe causes of choices and behaviors. Developing
a merhod char requires subjeccs nor be allowed conscious access co che "independent
variables" as concepwalized by rhe researchers, che researchers chen affirm che con
sequent and embrace the null hypochesis declaring rhat subjeccs cannor have access
co rhe processes (presumed causal mechanisms) producing conscious choices, but
mighr, only under some circumsrances, have access co che contents. Of course no
serious effort is made (Q underscand how rhe subjects experience che research sicu
acion. Is chis likely co be a producrive approach co describing consciousness'
This "confusion of srandpoints" (See Giorgi, 1981) described by James
(1890/1950) as che "psychologisr's fallacy" may underlie problems of approach in
consciousness swdies. Hurlburt's DES methodology clearly accempts ro avoid this
problem, but the facc that neither author appeared co recognize its possible role in
"consciousness scudies" was surprising. Of course, the present book was more
focused on the muwal examinacion of DES, buc chis made the aims and purposes
of a science of consciousness swdies all the more salient and needing becrer discus
sion. Indeed, the differences berween the aurhors may reflect more fundamental
differences in aim and approach co swdying consciousness than JUSt skepricism
about a particular in[[ospeccive merhod.
Hurlburt's emphasis on brackecing presupposicions, and Schwiczgebel's effort
aner more fundamental answers co [[adirional quescions abour consciousness,
underscore chese differences in aim and approach. Hurlburt's cime has been spent
grappling more direcdy wich rhe problems of being faichful co personal experience
racher rhan operacing within che confines of formal psychological cheorizing.
Interescingly, ic is che philosopher Schwiczgebel whose interesrs have led him co
appreciace (perhaps racher un-skepcically) rhe tradicional rheorerical and working
concepcions of modern psychology. Perhaps ic should noc be surprising chac Hurl
burt comes closesc chen co a more skeptical account of tradirional/formal cheory
and arrives ac a more phenomenological perspective. Nei ther author, at leasr in the
present work, radically examines che presupposicions of contemporary conscious
ness scudies, or gives recognicion co a phenomenological account.
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As Giorgi (1983) has noted, an adequate phenomenological approach is an
open-ended description not of things or elemenrs that must be fiued [0, or
expected [0 conform with, currene understandings of the brain sciences. The phe
nomenological accounr aims rather at the phenomenal meanings provided. It is
thus, not the same as inrrospection. It is not exclusively idiographic, privately
personal, or tied [0 "inner" truths, and is thus not focused on a view of conscious
ness as a memal state or region but rather understands consciousness as the way
we constitute and have access to objects of our experience. This is only one possi
ble view of course, but it is one that anempts to avoid some of the confU.>ions that
apparently are still current in the field of consciousness studies.
In sum, this book provides a valuable exchange of views regarding an experien
tial sampling method to describe conscious experience. Phenomenologically ori
ented psychologists would be wise to consider the problems and pitfalls discussed
when undertaking similar descriptive efforts. In addition, the value of active
exchanges with others who offer independem critique is clearly evident. While the
aims and understandings of consciousness may differ, the authors provide a valu
able model combining mutual respect with frank confronrations and scholarly
inquiry. Readers wiJ] appreciate [00 that DES involves an inquiry method whereby
participants are seen as co-researchers.
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